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Composite material tabular artid e for sports apparatus

This new utility model involves a kind ofcomposite miterial tubular article for sports apparatus,

particularly involves a kind of a composite material tubular article applied on the sports

apparatus, that can make the sporta apparatus have goo^ strength and anti-vibration effect

Because the composite material has the characteristics of light mass and tough quality, it is

popularly applied by the tubular article forsports apparatuses, for example rackets, middle tube

of golf and hockey, and bats. For the composite mat^al, thermoplastic and thermoset are two

kinds of composite materials mostly welconied by factories making sports apparatuses: the

thermoplastic is abbreviated as TP, which is a fiber reinforced thermoplastic composite material
I-

formed, for escample, by combining polyethylene, polypropylene, polycarbonate or nylon with

fiber material, such as carbon fiber, glass fiber, boron fiber, organic fiber or metal fiber; the

thermoset is abbreviated as TS, which is a fibei; reinforced thermoset composite material that is

formed, for example, by combining unsaturated polyester, epoxy resin or phenol - formaldehyde

resin with fiber material.
j

As shown by the stack indicating graph of the, racket frame in Figure 1, due to the thennoplastic

and the thermoset have the characteristics of very[ difficult in fixing into one entity, the

composite material tubular article of general sports aijparatuses is made of single xnateriaL That

is, milizing fiber reinforced thennoplastic or fib^ reinforced thermoset as material layer 1. The

mat^al layer 1 is then stacked in sequence to form integrated structure of a racket. Since

thennoplastic is long chain configured molecular radical, it generally has the property of hi^er

damping coefficient. For example, the most commioniy used nylon 6 in the fiber reinforced

thermoplastic for example, it forms tennis racket with caibon fiber for instance, its damping

coefficient is approximately 0.004. It is known from .tie viewpoints ofvibration kinetics that the

elinodnation of vibration of its composite material structure is mainly deternuned by the damptog

coefficient of the structure. That is, while be subjected to the same external force action, the

larger the damping coefficient of the structure,.the better anti-vibration effect of this composite

material structure. So, article made by fiber reinforced thermoplastic having higher damping

coefficient generally can reduce the resulted' impact and vibration while it is subjected to the

external force, but its structure strength is far inferior article made offiber reinforcedthermoset.

The racket frame made of this material cannot ]bear too high net line tension (about 60 pounds),

such that it cannot acquire better controllability when idtting.
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In addition, for the fiber reinforced thermoset. take th6 most commonly used gn^hite and epoxy

resin formed bat as an example, it will form bridgjjnfg type macromolecular structure rfter a

process of heat curing formation (iPX^iS^M^

thermoset usuaUy have better strength, can bear! hiA net line tension (about 80 pounds)
.
but

5 the damping coefficient ofthe bat made from this kida

@ 003/017

SO the articles made of fiber reinforced

of material is about 0.002. Therefore, the

damping coefficient of fiber reinforced thermoset is |/X ofthat of fiber reinforced thermoplastic

and the ability oflowering the impact and the vibraticji produced when the stracture subjected to

the external force are far inferior to the fiber reinforc& thermoplastic, so it let the user must bear

the re-bounce force ofthe racket It readily causes spra injuries of"tennis elbow" for instance.

Accordingly, when the fiber reinforced thenDOplastjy and fiber rdnforced thermoset are used

alone each have the merit and shortcoming ofthe material characteristics . It is faaor/s diligent

target in iiow to conxbine both to make the tubular
^

applicable property.

acle for sports apparatus obtaining more

a kind of con^osite material tabular article

Iclhaving permeable apertures as the middle

The purpose of this new utility model is to provide

for sports apparatus, which used a layer thermopl

layer, and both the upper and the lower fiber reinforJed thermoset layer stack with each other.

Both the upper and the bottom fiber reinforced ilhOTnoset layers can joint closely together

through the permeable apertures of the thermopla||if; layer, thereby form composite material

lay^ with High strength and vibration absorption ef

The present composite material tubular ardde; forjjn^w type sports apparatus mainly forms a

thermoplastic layer between the upper and lower fi^^ thermoset layers, thereby fixed to form

composite material layer. The fiber thmnosetlayerjJ a matmal body formed firom at least on

layer of fiber material impregnated with thermoset, jwiile the thermoplastic lay^ is the material

body with permeable aperture that made ofthermopjjk Jtic having lugher damping characteristics.

The thermoset of the upper and lower fiber thera osetlayer can go through the permeable

apertures of the thermoplastic layer and joint clo

th^moplastic layer fixed inside the thermoset layers<.

ely with each other and can allow the

The number of layers that fiber thermoset

layer and the thermoplastic layer stack together mayl depend on needs and act as single layer or

multi layer form, and also may depend on the cons deration of the needs in strength of anti-

vibration part ofthe composite material tubiilar ay tide. The thermoplastic layer may adopt a

stack structure in closed form or semi-open fonn, t lereby allow it having the characteristics of

thermoplastic and thermoset and making the overall has the advantages of high strength and

2
•
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good vibration absorption. !
;

;

The new utility of the composite material tubular article for sports apparatus is exemplified in

detail by the following embodiments and figures, wher]^:
• !*

Figure I is a indicating graph of stack offormer racketj frame;

5 Figure 2 is an assembly cross section gr^h of the bet|er embodiment of the present new utility

model; I j

•

j r

Figure 3 is a combined sketch graph ofthe better embodiment ofthe present new utility model;

HI
Figure 4 is an indicating graph of the closed type stack of the better embodiment of the present

new utility model; ; 1

1

||-f

10 Figure S is an indicating graph ofthe open type bett^(embodiment the present new utility model;

Figure 6 is the section graph along the straight lines 6-|6 in Figure 4;

Figure 7 is the section graph along the straight lines j\i in Figure 5;
ijJ
i I r

Figure 8 is the indicating graph ofracket vibration e?^^ment ofthis new utility model

;

[if
11.

Figure 9 is the ^bration pattern determined from vibra^on experiment offormer tennis radcet

;

11*

i-i-

IS Figure 10 is the vibration pattern determined from the tennis racket vibration experiment of the

new utility model
1

1

'

11

As shown in Figure 2 and 3» the composite materiar tubular article of the presoit new utility

model is mainly applied on the pipe shaped structdxje of sports apparatus, which is adding one

layer of thermoplastic layer 20 in between the upper j| and lower fibrous thennoset layer 10 and
1

1

1"

20 30, fonning a composite material lay^ after heatiiajg fixatioiL The upper and lower fibrous

thennoset layer 10 and 30 are both material body foimed by impregnating fibrous material 11

and 31 with thermoset 12 and 32, where the thermoplastic layer 20 is the material body with
I

^

permeable aperture 20 made by th^moplastic having! higher damping coefficient than thermoset

The manner of producing permeable aperture 20 includes using materials such as non-woven

25 cloth or pore form fabric, film poring (M^^IL) con|aining impregnated thermoplastic, forming

layer body with multiple pores. By adding thermopll^tic layer 20 into fibroiis thermoset layer 10

and 30. The th^moset 12 and 32 of the upper aiidflower fibrous thennoset layer 10 and 30
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penetrate through the permeable aperture 21 of this thlnnoplastic layer 20 and connect closely

with each together, therd>y form integral structure. • f*

f

The above is the relating configuration and positio^h of each composition material of the

composite material tubular article for sports apparatus of the present new utility model.Thc

5 application technical features ofthe present new utility model are explained hereafter.

The present new utility model aims at tubular article, which is suitable for application on

structures of the sports apparatuses that demand high strength, must lower the impact and

vibration, such as rackets, middle pipe of golt middlfe pipe of cricket, bat and etc. In alliance

with that is shown in Figure 3, since the present [utili^ model adds the middle material

10 thermoplastic layer 20 in between the fibrous theraioset layer 10 and 30 made offibrous material

11, 13 and thennoset 12, 32. The thennoplastic lay^ -20 employs thermoplastic to constitute the

material having permeable apertures on the whole sCMace, so after have been SM^f^* the

fibrous thermoset laya: 10 located on the upper layer of the thennoplastic layer 20 has its

thermoset 12 penetrate through thermoplastic layer 20 by dint ofthe permeable aperture 21, and

IS closely connea with the thermoset 32 of lower fibrous thennoset layer 30 located a the lower

thermoplastic layer 20. Both of the upper and lower tUermoset 12. 32 are able to connect closely

tog^her in the form of bridging type macromolecules and maintain its original strength after

heating. Further, the composite material layer 40 middle material applied by the present new

utility model is thermoplastic with damping coef&cient higher than that of the thermoset, and

20 good effect oflowered impact and anti-vibration.
j

The number of layers of the upper and lower fibrousPthermoset layer 10, 30 and thennoplastic

layer 20 of the present new utility model can make [suitable stadc combination depending on

practical needs (for example: the combination! [form of TS+TP+TS+TP+TS+TP.., or

TS+TS+TP+TS+TS+TP+TS+TS etc. ), so as to adjtfst the strength and anti-vibration ability of

25 sports apparatuses. Moreover, this present new utilityjmodel can also depends on the needs ofthe

anti-vibration part of the composite material tubular articular and the consideration about

strength. The stack form of the tubular article theimcjplastic layer 20 may apply closed type or

semi-open type stack structure, conjugate with what is shown in Figure 4 and 6, it is closed type

stadc structure, which indicates the thermoplastic layer 20 is a whole circular layer body closed

30 in longitudinal direction. Its anti-vibration effect is bon^arable with the whole tubular article.

Further, what is shown in Figure 5, 7, is the so-called, open type stack structure, which indicates

that the thermoplastic layer 20 is not a whole circu ar open type ring body. The longitudinal

4
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section of the thermoplastic layw 20 appears discrep layer body, which collocate wiA with

appropriate range offhermoset 12, 32at predeteiminei. space. . It allows the thermoplastic layer

20 to be a non-whole^circular closed layer body and can set according to the anti-vibration needs

ofspecific parts. \l

5 To further demonstrate that the present new utility model can reach predetermined requirements

of e?q)ected effects, a combination of five layers of fibpr reinforced thennoset layer 10 with fo\ir

layers of fiber reinforced thermoplastic layer 20 is taking as a example, in which it's damping

coefficient is estimated. For the composite mat^al with long fibers, the damping coefficient can

be calculated by the following formula:

U = (V^U^-hV«U^/E,

wherein the is the damping coefficient of the coiiaposite material lay^ 40 formed from the

fiber reinforced thennoset layer 10 and the fib^ reinforced thermoplastic layer 20, U<p is the

damping coefficient of the thermoplastic layer 20,i|vhile Ut, is the damping coefficient of

thennoset layer 10, is volume containing rate (^^R-^^^) of the thermoplastic layer 10,

is the elastic modulus of the composite material Iayei|'40 formed by combining fiber reinforced

thennoset layer 10 and thermoplastic layer 20, is[ the elastic modulus of the thermoplastic

layer 20, and is the elastic moduhis offiber reinforced tbermoset layer 10 .

The cooqposite material, ofwhich the vohime containmg rate is about 0.56 (5 layers/9 laycrsX

the damping coefficient Ut,is known to be about 0.002, the elastic modulus is about 89. 17175

20 GPa in the formula, can be regarded as a stack of fibers. The thamoplastic layer 20, ofwhich the

vohmie containing rate is about 0.44 (4 layers/9 l^ers), the dampmg coefficient is known
to be about 0.004, the elastic modulus is about 89.28 GPa in the formula, can be regarded as a

stack of fibers. The values of and E^. differ not mLh, and from the combination of these

two also close to both values. When each E value in At numerator and in the denominator in the

above formula is substituted and eliminated, the finalidamping coefficient that may be obtained

from the tennis racket made from the present utility
j

model is about 0.00288. For the ability in

reducing impact and vibration, it is significantly bLtter than that from the fiber reinforced

thermoset, in which the damping coefficient is increased by about 0,00088, the anti-vibration

ability is improved by about 44%, thereby reduce thei

of sports apparatuses.

)robability of sports injuries due to the use

In order to surely demonstrate that the present new utility model has better anti-vibration effea
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and reduced anti-impact ability, a tennis racket vibratJon experiment is used to test the resuhs.

The experiment is commented as below:

@l 007/017

I

In alliance with the indications in Figure 8, the racket vibration experiment contains: fixing the

racket handle 51 of racket 50 in fixture 52, then utilizing a knocking object 53 to knock the net

surface 54 ofthe rt«lcet 50, and instaU a acceleration d.etector 55 on the racket handle 51 to sense

the vibration wave, draw the vibration wave profile b:^ a computer plotter so as to detennine the

size of its vibration amplitude. Below are the fkctors that affect the vibration experiment:

I

I

(1) Fixture 52: Ffatture 52 equals to give the tennis radoet 50 binds, the d^ee oftightness affects

greatly to the result ofthe tesL In order to make the jlaipheral condition consisteat, the torsion

spanner is used to control Ae degree oftightness of fixture 52.

1

j I

(2) Knocking abject 53 : In order to make the testlresdmbling to the actual circumstance, a tennis

bail is used as the knocking objea. It is placed at

on the tennis racket SO.

(3) The acceleration deteaor 55: The size of the

afix

15 of sensibility. In this e^eriment, smaller typed 540-1^ sensor is used in the test.

The present experiment uses a same force to test the

acc4 oration detector 55 influences acceptation

height and allowed free falling and knock

former tennis racket (the fiber reinforced

thermoset) and the tennis racket of this new utility model, and record a vibration profile thereof

Larger the excited vibration (maximum vibration amplitude) of the vibration profile, higher the

impact subjected to the user, and it most readily pro^ces sports injuiies. For those with longer

remaining vibration time (the vibration amplitude aft!er the excited vibration), the effect of their

ann-vibration is not good, which make users subjected to vibration for a longer time, readily

make the user aching and torpor in limbs. For the tept result of the vibration profile of former

tennis rackets is shown in Figure 9, while thatj of the present new utility model is shown in

Figure 10. The test results can be summed up as tjelow:

(l)Vibrate amplitude: It is clearly seen from the tes^

former tennis racket is 103 mV, wluch is about 1.5 fa

present new utility model. Hence, the present new utility model is better than the former tonis

rackets in the ability ofavoiding impact.

(2)Vibrate attenuation: It is seen from the test patten i

the form^ tennis racket to be decayed to half is about

pattern that the vibration amplitude of the

ds ofthe 67 mV ofthe tennis racket of the

that the time required for the vibration of

87.6 milliseconds, while that ofthe present
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new Utility model is about 22.4 milliseconds. The

that of the present new utility model. Therefore,

model is better than the former tennis racket in the ability

yaltie| ofthe former tennis racket is 4.0 times of

the tejinis racket made ofthe present new utility

of avoiding vibration.

It can be distinguished from the tested experiments J data that the tennis racket of the present new

utility model is better than the form^ tennis racket no batter at the ability of avoiding impact or

vibration. Accordingly, present new utility model

in prevention ofthe occurrence of sports injuries.

is nJore efEicient than the former tennis racket

In suinmary,the present new utility of composite m^erial tubular article fcr sports apparatus

^plying thermoplastic layer having permeable apertures makes the peculiar binding technique

10 of connecting the upper and lower thennoset layers by the permeable apertures can make the

thermoset and the thermoplastic closely joint together. The con^osite material made from

th^eof can have the advantages of both material^ i.6.|{ high strength, ability of reducing impact

and good anti-vibration effect.

7
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i I

A composite material tubular article for sports apparatus, having upper and lower

thomosetting plastic layer, charact^zed ii tha^:

There has a layer of thermoplastics layer in between the upper and lower layers of

thermosetting plastic layer;

The thermosetting plastic layer is a material jbody formed from at least one layer of

fibrous material impregnated with thermJset, jand the thermoplastic layer is a material

body with permeable apertures made of jtWermoplastic layer having high damping

coefficient; i !

:

"

I

The upper and lower thermoset layers coijuifect closely with each other through the

perineable apemires ofthe thermoplastic liyeir.

I

The composite material tubular article for {sports apparatus according to Claim 1,

characterized in that the thermoplastic layer is a closed type layer body having a

longitudinal section in whole circular form.

layer

The composite material tubular article

characterized in that the thermoplastic

section, and it collocates with fibrous

thermoplastic layer is not a whole circle closed

for
I

The composite material tubular article

characterized in that the thermoplastic layeij

film pore material impregnated with therm0{)lasucs

pores.

for jsports apparatus according to Claim 1,

IS a layer body that is discrete in longitudinal

thermoset at predetermined space^ wherein the

layer body.

sports apparatus according to Claim 1,

uses non-woven cloth or pore form fabric,

forming layer body with multiple
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Abstract

A composite material tubular article, which uses fiber impregnated with thermoset to make

thermoset layer and uses thermoplastic lay:er \||ithj permeable apertures to make a layer of

thermoplastic layer. The thermoplastic layer' is ^<|wiched between upper and lower layers of

thermoset layers, and the thermoset resin of thelJipper and lower fibrous thermoset are closely

Hi?
connected with each other by the help of permeable apertures thereon, thereby it forms a

conqiosite material with high strength, abili^' ofredi jcing impact and strong anti-vibration effect.

II

!l b
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Figure 2
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